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INSYS icom is the proven technolo-
gy partner in professional data com-
munication for M2M and Industrial 
IoT since 1992. The product portfo-
lio allows customers to connect 
their applications where and when 
ever this is necessary – reliable, us-
er-friendly and secure.

INSYS icom offers all necessary 
components like routers, M2M VPN 
and SIM services as well as apps for 
this to connect to control centers, 
clouds, web services and other des-
tinations. Besides these standard 
products, INSYS icom is an experi-
enced partner for customer-specifi c 
projects. The complete knowledge 
for hardware, software and applica-
tions is in-house, accompanied by a 
professional support team and 
close partnerships with leading 
technology and service partners.

Customers in a variety of industries 
use INSYS icom solutions to realise 
applications like remote mainte-
nance, remote access, condition 
monitoring, as well as data process-
ing and transmission.
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MRX DSL
Fully Modular Industrial Router 
for VDSL/ADSL Applications

 ■ Flexible: VDSL and ADSL in one device

 ■ Redundancy possible via LTE or LAN

 ■ Integrated Linux environment fur 
 local data processing

Fl ibl

Professional Data Communication

MRX5 DSL 
incl. MRcards 
PL, SI and ES

MRX3 DSL 
incl. MRcard SI



DSL extends the possibilities of the modular MRX router 
series by the connection of landline-bound broadband 
applications. Both, the basic variants MRX3 or MRX5 
and the extension card (MRcard) for other MRX basic 
variants, provide now the two DSL standards ADSL (An-
nex A and B/J) and the new VDSL. 

Combined with other MRcards, like e.g. LTE or 
serial I/O, an MRX becomes a highly fl exible and 
reliable partner for a variety of application scenari-
os. The integrated Linux environment (icom Smart-
Box) extends the functional scope signifi cantly in ad-
dition: From local data processing up to connectivity 
applications like DHCP or DNS server, this INSYS 
Smart Device has everything for realising modern 
 "Industrial IoT" applications. 

Like all routers of INSYS icom, this fully-modular plat-
form is characterised by a very high system stability, lon-
gevity and consistent, web-based user guidance. VPN 
and a stateful fi rewall as well as further IT security fea-
tures are integrated.

MRX DSL

Utmost Flexibility for Landline-Bound
Broadband Applications

MRcard  SI

  RS232, RS485

  2 digital inputs  

 (1x PLC-capable)

  2 switch outputs

MRcard  PL

  LTE

  UMTS/HSPA

  GPRS/EDGE

 2 digital inputs

 (1x PLC-capable)

MRcard  PD

  VDSL2

  ADSL/2/2+

  2 digital inputs
 (1x PLC-capable)

MRcard  ES

  4-port switch 
 (10/100 MBit)

If plants get old and cannot keep up with technical de-
velopment, it must be decided whether to replace or retro-
fi t. With an MRX DSL, you can also take existing plants 
with older interfaces and protocols into IP networks. Serial 
devices can be connected locally by simple confi guration 
options of the router, mostly without modifying or amend-
ing the local infrastructure.

MRX DSL

Perfect for Many Applications

The failure of a public network infrastructure can never be 
excluded. You'll always be on the safe side with an MRX 
DSL. Cellular radio via LTE provides a stable alternative 
with suffi cient data transmission speed to the primary DSL 
network. Plus: Routes of INSYS icom detect the network 
failure and change to the secondary network or also an-
other VPN tunnel automatically.

Data communication is not only restricted to the trans-
mission any more. The icom SmartBox, a high-perfor-
mance Linux environment, integrated in an MRX DSL 
allows to execute scripts and programs on the network 
as well as the application layer. Capture and process 
data points directly at the site or trun the MRX DSL into 
a DHCP server. The applications can be operated in-
dependent of the operating system, parallel as well as 
separate or combined.

You are ready for the future with an MRX and the 
INSYS Smart IoT Platform, a fl exible ecosystem for 
realising M2M or IoT applications. A variety of fi eld 
devices can be connected independent of protocol 
and manufacturer. Besides secure connections, a VPN 
service allows a web-based, intuitive management of 
all integrated devices like routers, PCs, cameras or also 
controls. Premium M2M SIM cards with optimised 
data plans and intelligent options like national roaming 
ensure best cellular connections. Data can be sent via 
SMS, e-mail or also MQTT as well as to cloud services 
or customer-specifi c infrastructures.

Highlights:
 ■ Suitable for ADSL and VDSL access

 ■ Powerful hardware

 ■ Modular design for hardware and software

 ■ Versatile configuration options and
 IT security features

 ■  Flexible administration with profile manager 
 and user roles

 ■ Quick start for INSYS VPN service

 ■ Integrated Linux environment: icom SmartBox for 
 data processing and connectivity applications

www.insys-icom.com/MRX

Redundancy Smart IoT

Retrofi t/Legacy Edge Computing

www.insys-smart-iot.com
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